
1. able able to be

2. adventure an unusual or exciting experience

3. amateur someone who engages in an athletic activity for
fun rather than for money

4. applause the clapping of hands to show approval

5. artistic showing skill and good taste

6. astronaut a perosn trained to participate in the flight of a
spacecraft

7. audience the people gathered to see or hear a
performance

8. backstop a fence behind home plate

9. cargo things carried by a ship or vehicle

10. checkpoint a place where vehicles are inspected

11. com together

12. compete to take part in a contest

13. con with

14. control the ablilty to guide something

15. elements the parts of which something is made up

16. ex out

17. excitement a state of activity or agitation

18. forty-five
record

a small record with one selection on each side

19. foul outside the field of play in baseball

20. frightened made afraid

21. graph write

22. ible capable, worthy of

23. image a mental picture of something that is not
present or real

24. imagination the ability to form mental pictures of things
that are not present or real

25. inning a part of a baseball game during which each
team bats

26. inter between

27. ion act, result, or state of (makes a noun)

28. ist one who practice; one who, that which

29. judges people who decide who wins a contest

30. launches puts into action by force

31. limelight focus of public attention

32. ment act of, state of, result (makes a noun)

33. mis wrong or bad

34. mission an operation that is assigned to achieve
certain goals

35. mushers drivers of teams of sled dogs

36. non not

37. obstacles things that block progress

38. or one who, that which

39. orbit the path of a spacecraft around the earth

40. pace speed

41. pantomime theatrical action done in silence

42. play-offs a series of games played to decide a
championship in sports

43. poem a piece of writing, often in rhyme, in which
words are chosen for their sound and beauty
as well as meaning

44. pre before

45. presentation performance

46. pressure urgent or forceful demand

47. required necessary; essential

48. respectable pretty good

49. reusuable able to be used again

50. rhyme agreement in the final sounds of two or more
words, syllables, or final lines fo verse

51. rhythm a written, spoken, or musical pattern with a
series of regularly accented beats

52. rupt break

53. satellite a device made to orbit the earth while
performing a task

54. sign mark

55. space
shuttle

a spacecraft launched like a rocket that can
return to Earth and land like a plane

56. specialist one who becomes an expert in a particular
field

57. spect to look at

58. spectators people who watch an even

59. talent a natural or acquired ability

60. technical having to do with technique

61. tele distance

62. terrified frightened
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